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Ceramic

Glass

Is one of the most versatile
table top materials. Cleverly
poured onto tempered glass, it
is strong and scratch resistant
with the look and feel of stone
and the ability to print on trend
effects.

All glass featured in this range
is tempered safety glass
giving it a superior strength
compared to normal glass. It
will also be heat, shock and
scratch resistant.

Metal

Polycarbonate

The primary purpose of metal
in furniture is for its strength,
especially in legs and bases. It
also adds visual appeal with its
clean, contemporary look.

Widely used in furniture due
to its mechanical strength
and weather resistance. It is
a recyclable and non-harmful
material with high visual
appeal.

Stone

Wood

Marble features throughout the
range and is considered to be
the preferred natural stone for
residential interiors.

Only natural wood is featured
in this range, whether that is
solid wood or the look of wood
achieved with a natural wood
veneer.

Available in a range of colours
or finishes.

Available with fabric upholstery.

Available with leather
upholstery.

This product is fully
customisable.

Front cover image features Ethnicraft Geometric Dining Table (page 20)

Other sizes
available

Extension table
available

This product
comes in a variety
of sizes

This product is
available as an
extension table

Pricing information
The prices displayed in this catalogue are correct at the time
of printing and are based on the configuration shown in the
corresponding image. With the increasing cost of freight and
raw materials, prices can change so please check our website;
otherwise your consultant will advise if this is the case when quoting.
For the items priced ‘As Pictured’ it is the price of the item as it
appears in this catalogue, for the items priced ‘In Store Model’ it
is the price of the item as it appears in this catalogue and it is a
part of our core range so the item is readily available; although not
displayed within every showroom.

A McKenzie & Willis
custom-made piece is made for
you and made for a lifetime.
The true value of customisation is that it offers you the flexibility
to design a piece of furniture as unique as you. A custom creation
can make a design statement and set the tone of your home or
can blend effortlessly with your existing furnishings.
Through considered design, masterful workmanship, and a love of
creating truly unique pieces, our talented consultants work closely
with you to make your dreams a reality.

by XXX, page XX
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Step 1

Step 3

The Vision

The Specifics

It all begins with an idea. If you have ever dreamed of
owning that item you saw in the latest glossy magazine,
at a friend’s home, or on a TV show, we can make that
wish come true. Our consultants will work with you to
create a piece of furniture to your exact specifications.
Our range of existing furniture provides an extensive
library of inspiration and is a great place to start.

Select your finishes, colours and refine your design
all with our expert help on hand. With an extensive
range of materials to choose from, we are here to
meet the challenge of any bespoke item. At this stage
we will take final measurements and depending on
the complexity of the project, life-like renders can be
produced before final sign off.

Step 2

Step 4

The Plan

The Final Design

Our consultants are experts at extracting your ideas
and dreams to execute and build a brief. Armed with
a wealth of experience and knowledge, this is where
the fun begins. We provide an in-home consultation
service and create sketches to ensure your new piece
will perfectly suit its new environment. One of the many
advantages of a custom-made piece is that they can be
designed specifically to fit tricky spaces.

Once your design is finalised, it’s time for us to create!
We work with some of the best craftsmen and makers
in New Zealand who have been carefully selected on
their expertise and skills. All you have to do is sit back
and relax while we bring your concept to life.

Dining Tables
A dining table is not simply a piece of furniture, it is where
memories are made. It is where family and friends gather to not
only share a meal but also stories, jokes and points of view. It is
where some of the most important conversations are had, both
happy and sad, and no matter what, gathering around the dining
table will always have a sense of home.

Bok Round Extension Table
by by
Ethnicraft,
XXX, page
page
XX 19
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Abrey

Baron Extension Table
by Connubia

Cartesio

by Calligaris
As pictured above $10,955

In store model 1800-2400, $5,880

In store model $7,275

The elegance of the Abrey dining table lies in the sheer simplicity of its
design. It’s simple, contemporary look allows the rare beauty of the
shape, size and material to shine.

Extended with ease on hidden castors, the Baron is a beautiful modern
dining table. Available in a selection of surfaces and sitting atop a metal
frame it will comfortably accommodate all your guests.

Defined by a strong, sculptural silhouette, the Cartesio table is a stunning
example of modern design. With four surface options to choose from,
each are beautifully contrasted by its solid steel leg.

Length

2500

Length 1100-1550 1300-1900 1600-2200 1800-2400

Length

2000

2500

Width

1000

Width

1000

Width

1050

1050

Height

760

750

Height

750

750

Other sizes
available

by XXX, page XX
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Height

700
750

850
750

by Calligaris

850
750

Extension
table

Other sizes
available

Echo

by Calligaris
As pictured $9,320
The Echo will bring a contemporary edge to
your home with its strong, well defined lines.
The four surface options to choose from are all
beautifully contrasted by a solid steel base in a
range of finishes.
Length

2000

Width

1000

Height

755

Pictured Squared ceramic top with steel Echo leg $7,989

Pictured Rounded marble top
with steel Echo leg $7,750

Monogram Extension Table
by Calligaris

As pictured $9,725
Pictured Rounded wood top with steel Echo leg $6,265

A simplistic, extendable table with a slender profile and fully-fledged formal
character. Characterised by its perfectly contrasting materials, the Monogram
is ideal in large dining rooms thanks to its two independent extensions.
Length 1600-2400

Pictured Live edge timber top with steel Echo leg $6,125

10 Everything Interiors

Width

900

Height

760

Extension
table

Other sizes
available

Omnia Extension Table

Orbital Extension Table

Tokyo

As pictured $6,980

As pictured $13,435

In store model $2,600

This contemporary table, characterised by the diagonal detail on its legs,
is at home in any modern scheme. With clever technology, it is easily
extended with a simple movement greatly increasing surface size.

The Orbital extends in one fluid movement, locks in place while maintaining
its unique elliptical shape. This is a high-tech, design savvy extending table
which will have a true presence in your dining room.

Choose from a round or rectangle tempered glass top resting on a
solid beech wood base. The Tokyo is a stand out thanks to its unique X
appearance joined by a metal connecting element.

Length 1600-2200

Length 1650-2550

Length

1200

Width

900

Width

1000

Width

1200

Height

750

Height

750

Height

750

by Calligaris

Extension
table

by XXX, page XX
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by Calligaris

Other sizes
available

Extension
table

by Calligaris

Silhouette Extension Table
by Calligaris

Vortex

by Calligaris

As pictured $6,585

As pictured $5,695

The Silhouette combines effortless elegance with minimalist design, defined by
softly rounded edges and a slender frame. Perfect for families or households that
like to entertain, this durable table effortlessly extends to create space for everyone.

By design, the Vortex table favours conversation and communication simply
by its shape. Accentuated by a decorative and functional central base, with
a helical metal tube structure and a top available in ceramic and glass.

Length 1600-2200

Length

1200

Width

900

Width

1200

Height

765

Height

750

Extension
table

by XXX, page XX
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Hey Gio Extension Table

Connor

by Connubia

by Classique

Isaac

Trio

by Classique

by Classique

As pictured $5,895

As pictured $7,339

As pictured $8,025

As pictured $9,039

Featuring an elegant cone-shaped base, the Hey Gio table will breathe new
life into your dining space. The table top conveniently extends with ease,
thanks to its butterfly extension leaf, making it as beautiful as it is practical.

In solid American Ash, Connor translates attention to detail effortlessly
and with finesse. Its design shows the craftsman’s expertise with softened
edges, matt finish and can be customised to your individual specifications.

The design of the Isaac, with its skilfully rounded and mitred edges, makes
it an unassuming centre piece of any dining space. Constructed from solid
American Ash and can be customised to your individual specifications.

Defined by its boat shaped top and mitred edges, Trio offers a softer look.
Constructed from solid American Ash its design does not compromise on
strength and can be customised to your individual specifications.

Length 1400-1800

Length

2000

Length

2400

Length

2400

Width 1200-1400

Width

900

Width

1100

Width

1100

Height

Height

750

Height

740

Height

740

750
Extension
table

by XXX, page XX
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Other sizes
available

Bok

Bok Round Extension Table

In store model $3,270

As pictured $5,055

The Bok dining table is a simple design with complex details and an airy
shape. Constructed in solid European oak, this table is a timeless, remarkable
design with rock solid construction to be enjoyed for years to come.

The Bok round extension table offers the perfect solution for adaptable
dining within a smaller space. With an internally housed extension, this
rounded table maintains the Bok’s iconic airy shape and solid construction.

Length

2200

Length 1290-1790

by Ethnicraft

by Ethnicraft
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1800

Width

900

950

Width

1290

Height

760

760

Height

760

Other sizes
available

Extension
table

Circle

Geometric

Nexus

Profile

In store model $3,325

As pictured $6,065

As pictured $5,195

As pictured $4,195

The Circle is about inspiring conversation and spending a little more time at
the table. This unique design is given warmth and texture through its solid
oak construction and would suit both traditional and contemporary decors.

With enriched shapes and unexpected details, the Geometric dining table is
a statement item, equally at home in the dining room or workspace. Luxury
comes with its length, which is offset by softened edges and natural lines.

The Nexus dining table, designed by Alain van Havre, is brought to life by
creating flow and movement. There is a subtle transition going from shape
to shape, merging all elements of this solid oak dining table together.

The Profile by Alain van Havre has a delicate and gentle appearance.
Known for its ‘visual lightness’, each part seems to rest on its supporting
counterpart gently with the sum of all parts equalling a very solid structure.

Length

1360

Length

2500

Length

2100

Length

2200

Width

1360

Width

1000

Width

1000

Width

1000

Height

760

Height

760

Height

760

Height

760

by Ethnicraft

by Ethnicraft

Other sizes
available
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by Ethnicraft

by Ethnicraft

Torsion

Charque
by Halo

Stoneleaf

by Ethnicraft
As pictured $1,895

As pictured $3,595

As pictured $8,240

Airy with subtle complexities, the Torsion solid oak dining table
incorporates advanced woodworking techniques to create a light
table top with a torsaded base of sculptural elegance.

The Charque is a simple table with a strong impact. Made from solid lateral
slices of trembesi hardwood, retaining the natural live edge of the tree
ensuring every table is absolutely unique

Halo believes furniture should be an inspiration, a place to enjoy and
socialise. Constructed in natural materials, marble and raw oak, this dining
table will make a statement and bring nature to your modern interior.

Length

700

Length

2440

3010

Length

2700

Width

700

Width

1020

1020

Width

950

Height

760

Height

760

760

Height

760

Other sizes
available
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by Halo/Bleu Nature

Willis

by McW Collection
As pictured $3,545
The Willis dining table was designed exclusively with
the McKenzie & Willis customer in mind. This traditional
design has been given a stunning contemporary twist
and beautifully finished through expert craftsmanship.
Length 2200

by XXX, page XX
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Width

900

Height

765

French Provincial

Mikado

by Mountain Valley

by McW Collection

In store model $4,600

As pictured $5,995

Inspired by the classic French Provincial style, this bespoke table is hand
made in Christchurch. Created using raw European oak and finished with
a French polish it can be customised to your individual specifications.

The Mikado is the epitome of both form and function. It exudes
character with its solid walnut top and central metal pedestal legs
adding a contemporary edge.

Length

2400

Length

2600

2000

Width

900

Width

1000

1000

Height

760

Height

760

760
Other sizes
available

Gold Coast Extension Table

Antibes

In store model $3,495

In store model $4,068

This dining table combines function with simple design. Featuring a hand
cut parquet top skilfully constructed in solid mango wood, this double
extension table can also be individually extended for more flexibility.

Finished with a ‘soft-touch’ water based protective layer, for a softer and
more natural look, this solid oak table is the perfect choice for any aesthetic
and can be customised to your individual specifications.

Length 2130-3100

Length

2400

Width

1000

Width

1000

Height

780

Height

760

by Global Design

Extension
table

by XXX, page XX
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by Southern Creations

Bordeaux

Manata

In store model $4,984

In store model $3,420

Finished with a special ‘soft-touch’ water based protective layer, giving it
a softer and more natural look, this solid American oak table is a beautiful
traditional style that can be customised to your individual specifications.

The Manata is constructed using timber exclusively from sustainable
forests including solid oak, rimu and walnut. It is the perfect choice for any
style aesthetic and can be customised to your individual specifications.

Length

2400

Length

2200

Width

1000

Width

1000

Height

760

Height

760

by Southern Creations

by XXX, page XX
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by Southern Creations

Circle
by Ethnicraft, page 20

Dining Chairs
A dining room is really all about the table and the chairs.
The chairs can provide a creative outlet for your personality
to shine in this functional space or provide a juxtaposition
between tradition and contemporary to create a simply unique
look. But above all else the chairs are comfortable, they are
where you relax with family and friends around the dining table,
leaving the stresses of the day behind.

St Tropez
by Calligaris,
by XXX, page
pageXX
35
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Parisienne
by Calligaris

In store model $470

Pictured Transparent $470

Pictured Smoke $470

32 Everything Interiors

The style of the Parisienne dining chair is reminiscent of early 1900
French bistro chairs with rounded shapes and absence of sharp
edges. Made entirely of polycarbonate, it has excellent resistance
to shock and weathering, is very lightweight and can be stacked up
to four chairs high. Its transparent look makes a statement without
dominating. An extremely functional chair, with a unique design the
Parisienne has a very broad appeal.
Width

465

Depth

535

Height

865

Saint Tropez
by Calligaris

In store model $625
With a beautiful quilted look shell, the St.Tropez dining chair is the
perfect mix between creative spirit, form and function. Constructed
from recyclable and weather resistant polycarbonate it is not only
strong but also visually stunning.

Pictured Amber with wooden matt black legs $625

Pictured Smoke Grey with Chrome legs $530

With both metal and wooden leg options as well as a swivel base
on rubber castors available, the St. Tropez chair can be used in any
dining space or office. The seat is available in a range of transparent
and opaque shades allowing the flexibility to choose a combination
that perfectly suits any interior style.

Wood leg Metal leg
Width

570

570

570

610

Depth

520

520

500

620

Height

800

800

800

870

Bar Stool available see page 46

by XXX, page XX
Pictured Glossy Pale Pink with White Swivel Base $965
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Pictured Glossy Optic White with Office Base $1,065

Swivel

Swivel
with
Casters

Basil

Abrey

by Calligaris

by Calligaris

Scandia

by Calligaris

Skin

by Calligaris

Ice

Vela

by Calligaris

by Connubia

New York

Origin

by Connubia

by Camerich

As pictured $1,635

In store model $395

As pictured $1045

In store model $310

In store model POA

As pictured $390

In store model $690

As pictured $595

With a sophisticated elegant aesthetic,
the Abrey delivers supreme comfort, an
invitingly generous curved backrest and
a quintessential Calligaris style.

Named for its shape, reminiscent of a
basil leaf, this lightweight, ergonomic
chair is available in a number of colours
and finishes to perfectly suit any interior.

Sturdy, sophisticated and functional,
the Scandia’s understated elegance
is achieved with thanks to an astute
design and expert craftsmanship.

This exceptionally sturdy yet
lightweight chair is suitable for indoor
and outdoor use. It is a clean, decisive
design available in a range of colours.

Vela is an ergonomic and comfortable
chair. Its clean design and sturdy
construction make it perfect for
home, the office and hospitality.

With a diamond effect and playful
transparency, this modern design
has a classic 4 leg frame, available
in a range of colours.

Upholstered in Italian leather, New
York features a modern sled base,
wide seat and enveloping backrest to
create comfort of the highest level.

With its sleek profile, the Origin dining chair
is clean and precise from every angle.
Expertly crafted for comfort with a steel
frame and springs in the seat and backrest.

Bar Stool available see page 47

Bar Stool available see page 48

Bar Stool available see page 46

Bar Stool available see page 46

Width

600

Depth

by
520

Height

800

XXX, page XX
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Width

600

Width

530

Width

480

Width

490

Width

475

Width

570

Width

420

Depth

520

Depth

480

Depth

515

Depth

540

Depth

535

Depth

520

Depth

530

Height

800

Height

790

Height

780

Height

810

Height

820

Height

755

Height

830

Bok Bench
by Ethnicraft

DC

by Ethnicraft

Layla

by Furninova

Oscar

by Furninova

Vila

by Furninova

Aspen

Gain

Gain

by Global Design

by Global Design

by Global Design

As pictured $1,475

In store model POA

As pictured $845

As pictured $645

As pictured $675

In store model $275

In store model $495

In store model $430

The Bok bench goes perfectly with
a table or alone in the hallway or end
of the bed. Its airy shape and solid
design, makes this a timeless piece

An airy and angular silhouette forms
the basis of this design. Balancing
solidity and softness, the DC is an
elegant, comfortable dining chair.

Layla is modern and comfortable.
The high rounded arms, upholstered
seat and wooden legs combine for a
comfortable, relaxed dining experience.

Oscar brilliantly mixes design styles,
with a nod to both modern and retro
aesthetics. Designed with comfort front
of mind with its arched seat and back.

Vila is ergonomic, comfortable and
functional. Clean design and sturdy
construction make it perfect for home,
the office and hospitality.

Modern metal legs, injection moulded
polypropylene shell in black or white,
and an upholstered seat pad; the
Aspen epitomises comfort and style.

An inviting silhouette with timeless
charm, the Gain epitomises style.
Characterised by sinuous lines and
arched edges it is designed for comfort.

An inviting silhouette with timeless
charm, the Gain epitomises style.
Characterised by sinuous lines and
arched edges it is designed for comfort.
Bar Stool available see page 50

Bar Stool available see page 49

Width

1660

Depth

by
650

Height

460

XXX, page XX
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Width

430

Width

600

Width

470

Width

470

Depth

480

Depth

560

Depth

570

Depth

550

Depth

520

Height

820

Height

840

Height

780

Height

840

Height

830

Width

470

510

Width

510

Depth

590

Depth

590

Height

820

Height

820

Width

Sault

Wilson Cross Back

Whistler

Mimi

Monza

Masters

In store model $345

In store model $295

In store model $350

In store model $749

In store model $795

In store model $550

Combining a modern shape and
metal legs, with a velvet finish, the
Sault will add textural depth and
modern elegance to your home.

The timeless style of the Wilson
means it fits perfectly in more
traditional homes, while providing a
textural contrast in more modern ones.

An injection moulded polypropylene
shell, with a metal leg and upholstered
seat pad; the Whistler is stunning
Scandinavian cool.

A perfect marriage of comfort and
timeless design, crafted using the
best. A sturdy oak frame, stud detail
and covered in top grade leather.

An elegant and versatile dining chair,
perfectly placed in many interior styles.
It is luxurious to the touch, upholstered
in stunning hand tipped leather.

Light and practical, the award
winning Masters is available in a
range of colours and finishes and
perfect for indoor and outdoor use.

Width

540

Width

450

Width

590

Width

510

Width

550

Width

540

Depth

by
590

Depth

410

Depth

570

Depth

620

Depth

590

Depth

470

Height

810

Height

880

Height

830

Height

890

Height

840

Height

840

by Global Design

XXX, page XX
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by Global Design

by Global Design

by Halo

by Halo

by Kartell

Louis Ghost
by Kartell

St Claire

by Otago Furniture

Hilton

by Otago Furniture

Avril

Jack

by Vincent Sheppard

by Vincent Sheppard

As pictured $770

As pictured $720

As pictured $779

As pictured $765

In store model $795

This is baroque Louis XV style
revisited. Durable, weather resistant
and transparent or coloured, its visual
appeal brings a touch of elegance.

A timeless chair, proudly NZ made,
the St. Claire is made to suit your style
in your choice of fabric or leather with
native timber legs.

A beautifully crafted classic, proudly
NZ made, the Hilton is made to suit
your style in your choice of fabric or
leather with native timber legs.

A feminine shape with refined armrests
that create a wave, reminiscent of classic
Lloyd Loom designs, juxtaposed through
the contemporary seat and frame.

A traditional Lloyd Loom weave
seat and classic oak legs create this
elegant chair, perfectly suited to both
traditional and contemporary decor.

Width

540

Depth

by
550

Height

940

XXX, page XX
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Lily

Joe

Yann

In store model $745

In store model $595

As pictured $775

Like Jack, Lilly has a traditional Lloyd
Loom weave seat with classic oak
legs to create an elegant chair that
suits most décor styles.

A traditional Lloyd Loom weave seat,
in black or white, paired with a fine
steel leg blend to create the clean,
contemporary look of the Joe.

The craftsmanship and thinking that has
gone into this design is evident. Yann’s
graceful curves and beautiful rounded
back add elegance to your dining area

Bar Stool available see page 50

Bar Stool available see page 50

by Vincent Sheppard

by Vincent Sheppard

by Vincent Sheppard

Width

460

Width

460

Width

560

Width

600

Width

500

Width

520

Width

590

Depth

560

Depth

510

Depth

580

Depth

590

Depth

570

Depth

520

Depth

490

Height

870

Height 1000

Height

760

Height

850

Height

840

Height

850

Height

840

Bar Stools
The kitchen is often referred to as the heart and soul of your
home and is designed to create. It effortlessly blends social
with dining, bringing family and friends together as they sit atop
barstools as experts, advisors and sous chefs creating laughter,
fun and beautiful food.

Oleandro
byby
Calligaris,
XXX, page
page
XX47
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Basil

Skin

by Calligaris

by Calligaris

St Tropez
by Calligaris

Palm

Garda

by Calligaris

by Calligaris

Oleandro
by Calligaris

Tuka

by Calligaris

Ice

by Connubia

As pictured $500

As pictured $440

As pictured $810

As pictured $945

As pictured $565

As pictured $1,465

As pictured $915

As pictured $1,125

Its leaf shapped seat gives structure
and decorative appeal. The durable,
lightweight Basil is available in a
number of colours and finishes.

The Skin is a sturdy yet lightweight
barstool suitable for both indoor and
outdoor use. It is a clean, decisive
design available in a range of colours.

St. Tropez is the perfect mix of form
and function. Its beautiful quilted look
polycarbonate seat creates a strong
and visually stunning chair.

The Palm is designed to suit all
interiors. Its ergonomic foam padded
seat provides maximum comfort
making it an excellent choice of stool.

A contemporary and functional bar
stool that effortlessly fits in your home.
It’s leather upholstery with sleek metal
legs expresses style and comfort

An elegant and stylish design, with a
padded seat, wraparound backrest
and rounded seat, the Oleandro
adds sheer comfort and luxury.

With a padded seat, wraparound
backrest and rounded seat, the T
Tuka barstool is an inviting silhouette,
modern luxury with a sumptuous finish.

With a diamond effect transparency,
this comfortable modern design has a
gas lift leg and is available in a range
of colours and leg finishes.

Dining Chair available see page 36

Dining Chair available see page 36

Dining Chair available see page 34

Width

Width

490

Width

490

Width

480

Width

440

Width

550

Width

560

Width

425

Depth

500

Depth

570

Depth

510

Depth

500

Depth

580

Depth

550

Depth

440

Height

920

Height 1170

Height

740

Height

980

Height 1110

Height

880

Height

785-975

Depth

460

by
560

XXX, page XX
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Dining Chair available see page 37

New York
by Connubia

New York
by Connubia

Siren

by Connubia

Baretto

by Ethnicraft

Osso

Aspen

by Ethnicraft

by Global Design

As pictured $865

As pictured $1,510

As pictured $1,410

As pictured $625

As pictured $650

In store model $345

Upholstered in Italian leather, New
York features a modern sled base,
wide seat and enveloping backrest
for comfort of the highest level.

Upholstered in Italian leather, New
York features a practical gas-lift base,
wide seat and enveloping backrest
for comfort of the highest level.

Simple, clean Nordic design defines
Siren barstool. Its comfortable, wide
seat and wraparound backrest sit atop
wooden legs with a metal footrest.

Lightweight in appearance, solid in
composition. The Baretto barstool
features metal legs and a slightly curved
wooden seat, which resembles a pillow.

A perfect contemporary design with
rounded edges and smooth sleek
lines. A timeless piece in from solid
oak and available in other colours.

With modern metal legs, an injection
moulded polypropylene black shell
and an upholstered seat pad the
Aspen epitomises comfort and style.

Dining Chair available see page 37

Width

570

Depth

by XXX, page XX
550

Height

910
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Dining Chair available see page 39

Width
Depth

570
530

Height 970-1100

Width

510

Width

510

Width

570

Width

470

330

Depth

520

610

Height

830

Depth

550

Depth

550

Depth

Height

980

Height

980

Height

Gain

Joe

Lily

As pictured $445

In store model $550

In store model $990

An inviting silhouette with timeless
charm, the Gain epitomises style.
Characterised by sinuous lines and
arched edges it is designed for comfort.

A traditional Lloyd Loom weave seat,
in black or white, paired with a fine
steel leg blend to create the clean,
contemporary look of the Joe.

Lily’s soft silhouette has a warm and
sweet appearance that will soften
the lines of your interior. Comfort and
simple elegance are key.

Dining Chair available see page 40

Dining Chair available see page 43

Dining Chair available see page 43

Width

Width

520

Width

490

Depth

520

Depth

670

Height

850

Height 1010

by Global Design

470

Depth

by XXX, page XX
510

Height

980
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by Vincent Sheppard

by Vincent Sheppard

Joe
by Vincent Sheppard, page 50

Occasional
The occasional pieces you choose for your home are where
your real personality can shine through. They are functional but
often not essential so what you decide to feature in your home
is because you wanted it, not because you needed it. They will
add the layers, textures and interest, they will be conversation
starters, tell stories on their own and add the wow factor.

Grooves
by Ethnicraft, page 62
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Bridge Coffee Table
by Calligaris

Bridge Console
by Calligaris

Sipario Sideboard

Opera Sideboard
by Calligaris

Element Side Table

Harmon Side Table

by Calligaris

by Camerich

by Camerich

As pictured $2,510

As pictured $2,430

As pictured $4,055

As pictured $5,465

In store model $945

In store model $1,740

Tempered glass sides and glass-ceramic
top, available in a range of decorative
motifs, the Bridge coffee table adds a
perfect touch of style.

Tempered glass sides and glass-ceramic
top, available in a range of decorative
motifs, the Bridge console adds a perfect
touch of style.

Distinguished by its sleek design with 3
handle-less doors. A lacquered wooden
finish and metal base, equipped with a
push-pull open.

Tactile in appearance, the handle-less
doors are finished with a 3D effect sitting
atop a metal base with the illusion of being
suspended.

Blending the natural beauty and opulence
of Carrera marble with modern of steel
creates a unique piece, timeless in its
elegant simplicity.

The Harmon side table is clean and
contemporary. With a variety of finishes
available it is customisable and adaptable,
eye catching and functional.

Length 1200

Length 1200

Length 1840

Length 1840

Length 440

Length 490

Width

350

Width

525

Width

520

Width

440

Width

490

Height

750

Height

800

Height

800

Height

460

Height

520

XXX,
Widthby700
Height

page XX

350
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Boston Side Table

Abstract Bookshelf

Ancestors Rise Bookshelf

Ancestors Rise Coffee Table

by Ethnicraft

by Ethnicraft

As pictured $550

As pictured $2,410

As pictured $3,395

As pictured $1,555

As pictured $455

A circular glass top and stainless steel base
connected by a curved wooden arm, the
Boston is available in a number of glass and
wood finishes.

This contemporary bookshelf is designed for
style and purpose and to bring to life the lost
corner. It has new proportions and interest
from every angle.

Ancestors Rise has a light design inspired by
minimalistic architecture. Its openness offers
ample space, without drawing attention, for the
perfect finishing touch.

Ancestors Rise has a light design inspired by
minimalistic architecture. Its openness offers
ample space, without drawing attention, for
the perfect finishing touch.

Ancestors Rise has a light design inspired by
minimalistic architecture. Its openness offers
ample space, without drawing attention, for
the perfect finishing touch.

Length 450

Length 490

Length 380

Length 1500

Length 300

Width

Width

Width

600

Width

500

Height

370

Height

550

by Collage

XXX,
Widthby450
Height

page XX

500
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by Ethnicraft

540

Height 2030

1400

Height 2950

Ancestors Rise Side Table
by Ethnicraft

Blackbird Bookshelf
by Ethnicraft

Blackbird Entertainment Unit
by Ethnicraft

Blackbird Sideboard

Blackbird Storage Cupboard

by Ethnicraft

by Ethnicraft

In store model $3,445

In store model $2,245

In store model $4,595

In store model $3,595

The Blackbird is characterised by a mix of
opposing elements. Soft round legs, graphic
lines and airy design, combine to make a
statement.

The Blackbird is characterised by a mix
of opposing elements. Soft round legs,
graphic lines and airy design, combine to
make a statement.

The Blackbird is characterised by a mix
of opposing elements. Soft round legs,
graphic lines and airy design, combine to
make a statement.

The Blackbird is characterised by a mix of
opposing elements. Soft round legs, graphic
lines and airy design, combine to make a
statement.

Length 1000

Length 1800

Length 1800

Length 1100

Width

450

Width

450

Width

Height

610

Height

800

Height 1780

by XXX,
Width
370

page XX

Height 2070
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450

Anders 2 Door Sideboard
by Ethnicraft

Anders 4 Door Sideboard
by Ethnicraft

Anders Cupboard
by Ethnicraft

Arc Side Table

Celeste Side Table

Luna Coffee Table

by Ethnicraft

by Ethnicraft

by Ethnicraft

In store model $2,075

In store model $3,645

In store model $3,445

In store model $785

In store model $535

In store model $1,120

The Anders collection is a fresh twist on
traditional cabinetry. With its black frame
and contrasting glass doors it provides
ample storage and display options.

The Anders collection is a fresh twist on
traditional cabinetry. With its black frame
and contrasting glass doors it provides
ample storage and display options.

The Anders collection is a fresh twist on
traditional cabinetry. With its black frame
and contrasting glass doors it provides
ample storage and display options.

This sculptural side table represents a love
for movement. Through the use of negative
spaces it looks like a different sculpture
from every angle.

The Celeste side table is created by hand by
skilled artisans. Natural mineral powders and
pigments blend together to form its earthy
tones and unique texture.

The Luna coffee table is created by hand
by skilled artisans. Natural mineral powders
and pigments blend together to form its
earthy tones and unique texture.

Length 870

Length 1700

Length 870

Length 500

Length 450

Length 800

Width

450

Width

Width

500

Width

450

Width

800

Height

800

Height 1800

Height

470

Height

430

Height

350

XXX,
Widthby450
Height

page XX

800
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450

Grooves Entertainment Unit

Grooves Sideboard

Mikado Coffee Table

Mikado Side Table

Mirror Coffee Table

As pictured $4,655

In store model $5065

As pictured POA

As pictured $565

As pictured $2,195

Every line in Grooves is hand carved,
making a slightly different surface and each
piece truly unique. Small imperfections are
part of the story and enhance its character.

Every line in Grooves is hand carved,
making a slightly different surface and each
piece truly unique. Small imperfections are
part of the story and enhance its character.

The Mikado coffee table,designed by Alain van
Havre, is a study of balance and design. This
solid oak table is a complete reinterpretation
of the larger, dining table design.

The Mikado side table brings balance and
symmetry together to create a stunning
design. This solid oak side table will be a
talking point where ever it is displayed.

This nesting coffee table set captures the
beauty of your environment on its reflective
surface. The heavy aged mirrors ooze
vintage vibes.

Length 2420

Length 2200

Length 1430

Length 500

Length 920

610

Width

Width

670

Width

500

Width

500

610

Height

420

Height

500

Height

500

300

by Ethnicraft

XXX,
Widthby450
Height

page XX

530
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by Ethnicraft

Height

450
870

Other sizes
available

by Ethnicraft

by Ethnicraft

by Ethnicraft

Monolit Sideboard
by Ethnicraft

Monolit TV Unit
by Ethnicraft

Mosaic Sideboard

Mosaic Entertainment Unit

by Ethnicraft

by Ethnicraft

Nordic Console

Nordic Sideboard

by Ethnicraft

by Ethnicraft

In store model $2,525

In store model $2,285

In store model $4,030

As pictured $3,490

As pictured $1,595

As pictured $4,895

The contrast of solid oak with its
rectangular metal frame gives the Monolit
a sleek and modern design. Available in 3
finishes it is stunning and functional piece.

The contrast of solid oak with its rectangular
metal frame gives the Monolit a sleek and
modern design. Available in 3 finishes it is
stunning and functional piece.

The layered wood pieces of the Mosaic form
a rhythm, reminiscent of a pipe organ, which
pays homage to the designer’s musical
influences and obsession with movement.

The layered wood pieces of the Mosaic form
a rhythm, reminiscent of a pipe organ, which
pays homage to the designer’s musical
influences and obsession with movement.

The Nordic combines refined design with
the purity and texture of wood with bevelled
edges to add interest. Beautifully crafted in
solid oak.

The Nordic sideboard combines refined
design with the purity and texture of wood.
This solid oak piece has bevelled edges and
negative detail to add interest.

Length 1100

Length 1400

Length 1700

Length 1620

Length 1600

Length 2100

Width

450

Width

450

Width

450

Width

400

Width

450

Height

420

Height

820

Height

530

Height

850

Height

780

XXX,
Widthby450
Height

page XX

780
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M Rack

by Ethnicraft
Sm. $2,125 Lrg. $3,325
Made of solid oak, the Mondrian-inspired
M rack is based on the Dutch painter’s
famous grid of vertical and horizontal lines.
Small
Length

900

Width

300

Height

1390

Large (pictured)
Length 1040
Width

300

Height

2190

Roller Coffee Table

Shadow Entertainment Unit

Studio Rack

by Ethnicraft

Shadow Sideboard

by Ethnicraft

by Ethnicraft

by Ethnicraft

As pictured POA

As pictured POA

In store model $1,945

In store model $2,985

In store model $3,695

The Pi honours nature’s design, keeping
the curves and lines as nature intended.
Done by hand, this imperfect polish finish,
showcases the character of the wood.

The Roller is a clever multifunctional item
that combines a side table with storage.
Encapsulated in its stacked wood-stick
effect, the top can be easily removed.

Straightforward and robust with clean,
decisive lines, this oak entertainment unit is
a stylish yet simple solution to your storage
needs.

Straightforward and robust with clean,
decisive lines, this oak sideboard is a stylish
yet simple solution to your storage needs

The Studio Rack was designed to make
your office, workshop, studio or lounge a
lovely place to spend time in, adorned with
personal objects and a warm light.

Length 1550

Length 600

Length 1400

Length 1560

Length 1200

Width

580

Width

600

Width

40

Width

450

Width

Height

380

Height

350

Height

420

Height

840

Height 2050

Pi Coffee Table
by Ethnicraft

by XXX, page XX
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400

Charque Console
by Halo

Charque Coffee Table
by Halo

Watson Coffee Table
by Halo

Stoneleaf Coffee Table

Stoneleaf Coffee Table

by Halo Bleu Nature

by Halo Bleu Nature

In store model $1,995

In store model $1,995

As pictured $2,785

As pictured $980

As pictured $1,420

The Charque is a simple collection with
strong impact. Made from solid lateral
slices of hardwood, retaining the natural live
edge. Every table is absolutely unique.

The Charque is a simple collection with
strong impact. Made from solid lateral slices
of hardwood, retaining the natural live edge.
Every table is absolutely unique.

Timeless and iconic, the detailed antique travel
luggage design highlights the craftsmanship of
a bygone era. Watson is space saving, versatile
and a classic addition to your home

The Stoneleaf combines beautiful, warm
raw oak with solid marble. This coffee table
will make a statement and bring a touch a
nature into your home.

The Stoneleaf combines beautiful, warm
raw oak with solid marble. This coffee table
will make a statement and bring a touch a
nature into your home.

Length 2000

Length 1530

Length 1300

Length 670

Length 670

Width

850

Width

800

Width

170

Width

170

Height

350

Height

400

Height

170

Height

170

XXX,
Widthby 500
Height

page XX

760
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Other sizes
available

Other sizes
available

Frost Mirror Tray

Black Marrakesh Wooden Tray

by Notre Monde

by Notre Monde

As pictured $280

As pictured $280

Length

690

Diameter

610

Width

310

Height

40

Height

50

Slate Layered Dots Glass Tray

Black Organic Glass Valet Tray

Bronze Mirror Tray

Overlapping Dots Glass Tray

As pictured $280

As pictured $280

As pictured $235

Length

420

Length

710

Length

380

Width

240

Width

360

Width

380

Height

30

Height

30

Height

40

by Notre Monde

by Notre Monde

by Notre Monde

Black Organic Glass Tray

Black Slices Wooden Tray
by Notre Monde

White Slices Wooden Tray

White Tree Wooden Tray

by Notre Monde

As pictured $380

As pictured $280

As pictured $350

As pictured $235

As pictured $350

Diameter

Length

710

Length

510

Length

510

Length

510

Width

360

Width

510

Width

510

Width

510

Height

30

Height

40

Height

40

Height

40

by Notre Monde

610
by XXX,
page XX

Height

40
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by Notre Monde

by Notre Monde

Joseph Console

Jospeh Entertainment Unit

As pictured $2,382

As pictured $5,582

As pictured POA

In store model $2,950

In store model $1,895

The Joseph Collection was designed to be
fully customised with the ability to change
colours, finishes and surfaces, paired with
NZ workmanship.

The Joseph Collection was designed to be
fully customised with the ability to change
colours, finishes and surfaces, paired with
NZ workmanship.

The Joseph Collection was designed to be
fully customised with the ability to change
colours, finishes and surfaces, paired with
NZ workmanship.

The contrast of solid oak with its
rectangular metal frame gives the Monolit
a sleek and modern design. Available in
3 finishes it is stunning and functional piece.

The Samurai is the epitome of form and
function combining perfectly with details
influenced by a Samurai sword and the way
they cross in battle.

Length 1300

Length 1800

Length 2400

Length 1400

Length 1590

Width

450

Width

450

Width

450

Width

550

Height

500

Height

850

Height

420

Height

850

by McW Collection

XXX,
Widthby400
Height

page XX

800
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by McW Collection

Joseph Sideboard
by McW Collection

Egon Sideboard
by McW Collection

Samurai Console
by McW Collection

Antibes Side Table
by Southern Creations

Cube Coffee Table
by Southern Creations

Bordeaux Console

Sawbuck Console

Crete Coffee Table

Crete Entertainment Unit

by Southern Creations

by Southern Creations

As pictured from $2,280

As pictured from $3,555

by Southern Creations

by Southern Creations

As pictured from $1,215

As pictured from $1,695

As pictured from $2,210

As pictured from $2,640

Finished with a ‘soft-touch’ protective layer
for a soft, natural look, this solid oak side
table can be customised to your individual
specifications.

Finished with a ‘soft-touch’ protective layer
for a soft, natural look, this solid oak coffee
table can be customised to your individual
specifications.

A solid American oak traditional style
console with a ‘soft-touch’ protective layer
that can be customised to your individual
specifications.

Beautifully constructed in solid oak, using
traditional methods with an emphasis on
quality finishes and can be customised to
your specifications.

Constructed in solid oak, using traditional
methods with an emphasis on quality
finishes and can be customised to your
specifications.

Constructed in solid oak, using traditional
methods with an emphasis on quality
finishes and can be customised to your
specifications.

Length 500

Length 900

Length 1400

Length 1500

Length 1300

Length 1700

Width

900

Width

400

Width

460

Width

700

Width

500

Height

400

Height

760

Height

770

Height

400

Height

550

XXX, page XX
Widthby500
Height

500
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Christchurch

Timaru

Dunedin

Queenstown

Wanaka

Wellington

181 Blenheim Road

16 Sophia Street

97 Crawford Street

54 Gorge Road

20 Ardmore Street

230 Thorndon Quay

03 341 3380

03 684 7056

03 471 9100

03 442 7355

03 443 4997

04 595 4250

mcw.nz

